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We have been operating from our new purpose
built workshops since 1 September 2010.
Situated at 32 Pinewood Close, Mandeville, it is
just 20 minutes from the city.
approx 1 km further on past the intersection
of Bradleys and McHughs Roads at Mandeville
North.
Aside from the location, nothing else has
changed. the same friendly team you have
grown to know and rely on will continue to

P
-

ments for anything MG related.
We continue to hold many new and used MG F
parts, having dismantled more than 40 of these
fantastic little cars.
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mgservicecentre@xtra.co.nz

South Island agents for
Paul Walbran Motors
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Lawrie is delighted with the facilites and space in his new workshop
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Ross Butler’s MGC GT in the grounds
of Riccarton House.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Welcome to new and regular
members as we move through
the autumn season. We missed
a couple of good events but have
a good excuse. We experienced
another type of classic touring
with 82 other Cantabrians on
The Press Readers’ Rail Tour of
the North Island. It promised and
delivered an exploration of the
far north, plus other destinations,
in a restored train. Two buses
did extra trips plus to and from
hotels or railway stations. The
four carriages, including two
passenger cars were driven by
an 80 tonne diesel of 1957 vintage, owned and restored by Steam Incorporated, Paekakariki.
Da1431 is registered to run on Kiwi Rail tracks, and was able to run on freight only tracks (with
special warrants) as well as the main trunk line.
Whilst we climb down into our MG, the carriages required a climb up! No need for the picnic tables
as our table for four was excellent for ticking off the passing places and views as we ordered drinks
and were provided with ample lunch bags. Speeds of seventy km/h had to be reduced to forty on
some rougher freight only tracks, but speeding through Auckland at top speed was enjoyable,
especially noting the waiting traffic at the crossroads.
The routes from Auckland went up north to Whangarei, Waitangi, Cape Reinga, kauri forests,
before cruising down to Hamilton, Waitomo, Rotorua, Chateau Ruapehu then flying back home to
Christchurch. Two adventures were experienced as our engine developed a minor fault and
needed a helping hand to negotiate the Raurimu spiral, the other being a problem our MG people
find different as our train was regularly disfigured by taggers. This kept the team busy most
mornings keeping the train sparkling clean.
Looking forward to less than 1425 horsepower trips with you again and get used to not drinking
whilst driving along. Appreciated the autumn colours more evident down here too. Had to miss the
Kimber run, Classic Fighters in Blenheim and the last MMM run but will see you on the forthcoming
events to enjoy the friendship, chats, as well as the small changes offering in the programme to
make life interesting. On track all the way!!
NB. 1131 km by train, 2271m by tunnel, 3 viaducts, unaffected by wet weather!

Shirley Johnson
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EDITORIAL
We might be about as far away as
possible from the MG Car Club based
at Kimber House in Abingdon, UK,
but they refer to us very regularly in
their Safety Fast magazine. In the
April edition David Coulthard has this
to say…
‘As one flicks through the broad
range of club magazines from
across the world, you are struck
by one thing – the MG world is
dominated by people like me:
balding, grey-haired, mid-to-late
middle-aged men. It was therefore
somewhat refreshing to pick up the Canterbury MaG from New Zealand’s MGCC
Canterbury Centre. Club President Shirley Johnson gets the ball rolling with her overview
of recent events. Turning the page, Club Captain Sandra Frame set the scene for a number
of forthcoming events, ending her missive with the warning: “Take care sharing the roads
with all the tourists”. Next, Margaret Hopkins tells of her experiences sharing a TF, BGT
and MG F in various competitive and non-competitive driving events across the country. A
heartfelt obituary is delivered for club stalwart Shirley Inwood, whilst sprightly racing
driver, Audrey Hutcheon, recounts her post-war achievements sprinting, circuit racing,
drag racing and sand racing. Well done the ladies of Canterbury’.
Our club could not be further, in this world, from MG headquarters but it is wonderful to know that
some of our uniqueness is shared with the MG fraternity around the world.
I once again thank Andy Knott, the editor of Safety Fast. Andy is a good friend of our club and
along with Colin Grant wrote the article ‘The Tale of Two Sixes’ which starts on page 18 and
forms part of our celebrations marking 50 years since the introduction of the MGC in 1967. I also
thank Ross Butler for allowing me to photograph his MGC for the front cover.
Kevin Sarjeant and Joan Ray feature in the member interview and I thank them for all the work
they put into preparing their story. Dren Errington and John McDonald have again both produced
excellent articles and I sincerely thank them.
We have our usual well written event reports and I thank the writers and also those many
members who sent me photographs from those events.
I once again thank Val and Judith Bain for their very valuable behind the scenes input into the
Canterbury MaG.

I look forward to catching up with you at a MG event soon.

David Blackwell
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CLUB CAPTAIN’S REPORT
A TOUCH OF THE TOURIST
These last few months, let me call it summer, I have
spent more time away from home than usual and have
no doubt made a good contribution to the tourism
income of other regions. Road travel comes with a cost
and in my case, frequent long trips sitting in the back
seat of the ‘modern’. (Strange it might seem, I am the
shortest in our family.) From the back I have plenty of
time to observe the diversity of other vehicles sharing
the road. The result? A sudden awareness of the huge
increase in motorbike traffic. Expensive, big bikes of all
sizes and colours.
Motorcyclist are a committed bunch. Like top-down MG
enthusiasts, they accept the weather conditions, smells of nature and are aware that other road
users don’t always see their vehicle.
In summer 2007, our family of 4 toured the SI, our teenage daughter driving her car with Dad
alongside and Mum cramped in the back seat with the camping gear and our 16-year-old son
riding his Suzuki, searching for West Coast’s best gravel roads. He met numerous other bikers,
all interested in his bike and his adventure. All good Kiwi blokes, none were from overseas.
This summer I have noted an impressive line-up of motorbikes outside many pubs or cafes in
roadside towns. Fairlie, Pleasant Point and Murchison come to mind. Is this just an expanding
domestic market of motorcycle enthusiasts? Apparently not. There is a big increase in
international visitors on motorbikes. An example of this new tourist was a British dad, travelling
with his teenage son & daughter, each on a hired Harley. Sheltering from Fordland’s rain, they
told me how much they were enjoying our fantastic, uncrowded roads.
Another motorcycle group I encountered was at the Hororata Café one lovely morning. 28 big
touring bikes cruised in. All ridden by young Chinese men on their first day of a South Island tour.
They had just picked up their bikes and were familiarising themselves with NZ roads and
conditions. With limited English, I learned how excited they were to be in NZ and how lucky they
thought us to have such great roads. All owned bikes back in their home cities across China and
were wearing their own flash leathers. Their tour was organised by one of the 3 touring bike tour
companies based around Christchurch.
Shortly after, on one of my many trips to Nelson, I observed more Harley-Davidsons on the road
than I thought possible. These noisy machines and the black leather clad riders were off to
attend the inaugural ‘Iron Run’ held at Queenstown. I had seen just a small portion of the 1350
Harleys attending this event, including many overseas HOG members and their bikes. While I
question a Harley owner’s taste in motorbikes and tattoos, I admire their enthusiasm and passion
for all things American and taking to the road in such numbers.
Now summer is over, I have taken some comfort knowing that not all international tourists choose
to drive a campervan, a Toyota Corolla or RAV 4. With about six NZ companies advertising
motorcycle hire and tours this can only be a growing niche market. Look out for them!

S andra Frame
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MEMBER INTERVIEW - KEVIN SARJEANT & JOAN RAY
MGs and Me
(Through the eyes of Kevin)
When did you first get
involved with MGs?
Way back in the last century in
1960 I commenced work at an
accountants office and undertook part time study at the
University of Canterbury for my
accountancy qualifications. After
teenage
years
of
Austin
Sevens, Morris Eights and the
odd hump back Vanguard, I was
very impressed with a green
1954 MG TF owned by one of
the senior accountants. At the
time the firm was auditor for
Kevin and Joan at the pre‘56 rally at Oamaru, 2007.
The Tekau Knitwear factory in
Timaru and I was selected to
assist with the three day audit visit to our client. This was usually a train trip but this time said
senior accountant decided we should take the MG TF. Wow! I sharpened my green pencil and
was away with the hood down for it was summer and I thought it was Xmas. I further resolved
that “one day I am going to own one of these no matter how long it takes.” Though I wasn’t
thinking of 40 years or so.
What MGs have you owned?
When I finished my qualifications,
family, mortgages, old Hillmans,
Chevs and Vauxhalls followed
over the next couple of decades.
About 1975 I brought a green
1966 MG Midget in mint
condition. It was a great car but
totally impractical for my family
commitments, so that didn’t last
long.
In the 1990s a change of
circumstances found me alone
but with more cash than before
so, after buying a ‘84 Daimler
Sovereign Mark 3 for everyday
use, I reasoned I still needed an
MG. Lo and behold a little blue
‘66 MG Midget arrived about the
same time as Joan. Both very exciting events.
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Joan and the MG Midget.

MEMBER INTERVIEW - KEVIN SARJEANT & JOAN RAY
In 1998 I purchased a 1954 MG TF
1250 in 1000 pieces. It had been
imported from Nevada and converted to
right hand drive but was just hanging
together. All metal parts and wooden
frame were in perfect condition, but
fabric, leather and plastic had been
ruined by exposure to the sun. The
steering wheel just shattered when I
removed it. With much advice and help
from people like Stu Moore and lots of
trade assistance I finally got it fully
restored and on the road in July 2001. It
is still going, having had a couple of
engine rebuilds since, probably due to
racing around Ruapuna over a few
years!

The TF as it arrived.

I had a ‘39 Chevy coupe for restoration
sitting in the barn for a few years and
finally decided it was too big and heavy
for me and my limited facilities. So
about 2003 I swapped it for 1951 Silver
MG TD which had been driven around
with false plates for some time. I spent
many hours getting it certified for road
use, including taking all the steering out
to get it crack tested. Then when I later
sold it, it went to a motor museum in
Singapore. My efforts in getting it road
legal in NZ were wasted.

TF work underway.

In 2007 I imported (through
MG Service Centre) a low
mileage 2003 MG ZT which
has been a great touring
car providing a very stable
ride at speed. It is now for
sale. (See advertisement
this mag.)

In May 2009 I fell for a MG
RV8 which needed a bit of
work but it was a lovely
coupe. Unfortunately it
came to an abrupt end, see
next page. Sort of on the
rebound from that I

Racing at Ruapuna.
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MEMBER INTERVIEW - KEVIN SARJEANT & JOAN RAY
purchased a 1960 MGA hard coupe in 2010, one of 54 assembled in South Africa. Joan and I
have enjoyed touring in the MGA coupe in the cooler weather as it is very cosy and warm.
How long have you been a member of the MG Car Club?
We joined the MG Car Club in 1998 in the middle of restoring the MG TF. We remember being
made very welcome and have since enjoyed the companionship in many club outings.
Can you recall your most memorable/non memorable trips or events in your MG?
Unfortunately I can vividly recall the worst moment in an MG. I was on a Triple M on the 19 May
2010 when I was the last of the group to leave Lyttelton. I was catching up until…. spinning off
Gebbies Pass and crashing down a gully about 80 m. The MG landed upside down on a fence
post with the smell of petrol leaking out. Realizing I was still alive I had to get out, firstly release
the seat belt which is difficult with one hand and being upside down. Next to free my right hand
which was wedged on top of the fence post that prevented the car falling further. I still don’t
know how, but I managed to lift the squashed roof frame sufficient to extract said hand. Then too
I had get the driver’s door opened by pushing it upwards, they are very heavy that way, but help
had arrived and I had my first ride
in an ambulance. Though the
medic and I started badly in that
he got out his scissors to cut open
the leg of my new jeans to inspect
some
bleeding. No mate! I will
get them off somehow, and I did. I
survived but the beautiful MG
RV8 was a write off. To their
credit AMI paid out the agreed
value very promptly. But to add
to my trouble the police charged
me with careless use of a motor
vehicle. Well I suppose it was!
Kevin (in blue) at Levels raceway club day.
On the good side I have very
much enjoyed the track days MG
car club held at Levels race way.
The Pre‘56 rallies, of which we
have attended the last eight, are
always interesting especially with
the pre rally tours in the North
Island. Many thanks to the tour
organisers Di and Dren Errington.

Driving around Geraldine who
would you like to take with
you?
Well that would have to be Joan
because I am very fond of her
and she is very good at telling me

The TF loaded for a Pre‘56 rally.
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MEMBER INTERVIEW - KEVIN SARJEANT & JOAN RAY
where I am going wrong.
If you had space in your garage for another car what would it be?
An MGB GT would be most welcome,
but we are trying to downsize at this
time.
Where is your favourite place to
holiday?

New Zealand is a great country to tour
and we have no desire to leave these
shores. The Mackenzie country and
Otago area are full of interesting
places to visit.
What is your favourite meal?
A hearty beef casserole made by
Joan.

Silver TD sold to a museum in Singapore.

What music would you have in your
workshop?
Preferably none, peace and quiet so I could hear the birds in the trees outside. However if I must
have something on I would prefer something by Neil Diamond, Leonard Cohen or Pavarotti.

Kevin leading the MGAs at Ruapuna!!

(Photo & enhancement Peter Russell.)
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OMAKA
Canterbury MGs at Classic Fighters Omaka Easter 2017
By Charles Rushbrook
MG Crews: Trevor Ingham (Head of Mission), Frank and Iris Sin, Peter and Gillian Russell, Ross
and Debbie Butler, Charles Rushbrook and
(from Auckland) Peter Cammell.
There was understandable apprehension
about the weather as Cyclone Cook
approached, persuading some to leave MGs
at home. Nine of us in 3 ‘moderns’ and 2
MGs made our way to Blenheim. Trevor
gathered 7 in Murchison on Thursday night,
Ross and Debbie joined us on Friday. Road
conditions were much better than we had
anticipated. Weather became wet through
the Lewis on Thursday but improved as we
progressed along the Wairau Valley the next
day. Gillian organised an atmospheric stop
Morning tea at Top House.
off at historic Top House near St Arnaud on
Friday morning – Devonshire tea in front of a roaring fire.
We were based at Cherylea Motel in Blenheim. Apart from a great meal in Murchison on
Thursday night, we enjoyed delicious pub meals on Friday and Sunday nights and an excellent
BBQ meal at the motel on Saturday. All were enhanced by great company, numerous interesting
or humorous anecdotes and enjoyable MGCC bonding.
Leonid had predicted that Blenheim
weather would be good. He was
absolutely right. Saturday especially
was perfect. All attended the Air Show
on that day. The next day we spread
out to explore local attractions
(Farmers’ Market, Wineries,
Motor
Museum and the Aviation Heritage
Centre at Omaka – full of Peter
Jackson and Weta Workshop inspired
displays).
The Air Show:
Classic
Fighters
2017
was
spectacularly good. Preparation was
obvious. Nothing had been left to
Lake Rotoiti.
chance. For me, proximity to the
ground and aerial displays made the experience. We set up our chairs at the beginning of the
day and, wherever we were sitting we could see what was going on, and we were able to have a
‘wander’ to check out static displays, grab coffee etc.
I have an interest in technology from the 1930s to now. My biggest surprises were aircraft as
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OMAKA
early as Bleriot’s but mainly WW1 designs.
These were obviously difficult to fly and even
taxi. There were so many of them. This must
surely be the biggest number of such aircraft
anywhere. Fascinating! While most were
replicas, several were powered by motors as
fitted to the originals…..
My taste for later machinery was more than
satisfied. Several ‘Art Deco’ and many WWII
aircraft were flying and as well, a fascinating
collection of post war aircraft, most of which
seemed to be Soviet and Chinese. Cantabrians
reminisced as the Harvards barked overhead.
All of these planes either flew in formation or took
part in aerobatic displays.

Vought F4U Corsair used in WWII & the
Korean war.

Followers of contemporary aircraft enjoyed the
RNZAF Black Falcons team, Seasprite helicopters, RNZAF Hercules doing a parachute drop and
a lovely RAAF Spartan transport aircraft swooping and turning like a much smaller plane.
Cars on Display:
An eclectic display of vehicles was on show from a
veteran Rover taxi to the Lycoming Special. Just one
MG (B) and an A-H Sprite representing Abingdon.
Perhaps the MGCC could be included in this display in
2019. I am sure it would be welcomed. The motor
museum adjacent to the Heritage Centre was very
impressive. It contains a collection of mostly post war
vehicles. Just one MG (a BV8).
‘Our Cars’: Both Trevor’s Magnette and our Midget
performed well throughout. On Monday Trevor headed
to Golden Bay, I travelled home at a leisurely pace,
stopping off at Lake Rotoiti, Murchison and Culverden
en route. All three locations were pumping - full of
people. So mild for the return journey that I turned the
under bonnet heater tap off. We burnt or dripped no oil.
How good that is! Gillian and Peter carried on to
Wellington and Frank and Iris stopped off near
Murchison for a couple of days fishing in the Buller and
Owen rivers. No fish, but superb scenery and the rivers
flowing clear again after the heavy rain.

Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre.

Footnote: Thanks to Trevor for his organisation and leadership. Thanks to Gillian for the
food ‘extras’ including securing good eatery bookings. Thanks to the rest of the team for making it
a brilliant weekend full of interest, good humour and friendship.
This is a ‘must do’ Air Show… See you in 2019?
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PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

~ SUBMIT YOUR BEST MG SHOTS ~
~ CLUB MEMBERS TO CHOOSE FOR
2018 MGCC CALENDAR ~

NO LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES YOU MAY SUBMIT
ALL ENTRIES TO BE PRINTED FOR DISPLAY AND VOTING CLUB NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 1ST (HOME PRINTER STANDARD, A4 MAX SIZE)
PHOTOS TO HAVE MODEL TYPE WRITTEN AT BOTTOM
BRING ENTRIES TO SEPTEMBER CLUB NIGHT OR GET PRINTED COPIES
TO LEONID VIA MGCC PO BOX
WINNERS TO SUBMIT DIGITAL COPY OF SHOT TO LEONID BY 7TH SEPT
FOR CALENDAR PRINTING
PHOTOS CAN BE ACTION, STILL OR HAVE A NOVELTY MG ASPECT
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ANDREW WEBSTER

FREE Thoroughbred
Advice.
contact us today for your

no obligation consultation

We are your go to Investment Portfolio
managers for individuals, couples, trusts

Will your KiwiSaver cut the mustard?
We have several interactive easy to use tools that will help you assess your

phone (03) 365 3935
A disclosure statement is available on request and free of charge
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TRIPLE M MARCH
Wednesday March 15
By Wendy & Steve Brown

After days of grey skies and
rain,
rapidly
improving
weather saw 25 people and
2 dogs (Tessa and Wolf)
gather at the Cashmere Club
for the Triple M run. MG
models represented were the
TF, A, F, MGB GT, MGC GT,
Midget Mkl and lll and the
Leaf. Most importantly, this
included two new members,
Assembling at the Cashmere Club.
Don Lyell in his A and Paul
McWilliam with his daughter Sarah in their Mark l Midget. A warm welcome to you and we hope
that you will join us on many runs in the future.
Leaving the club, we wandered along the back roads towards Tai Tapu. Our first stop was for
coffee at the newly renovated restaurant at the Rossendale winery, The Bicycle Thief. The
restaurant is warm and cosy with an open fire and is reminiscent of an Italian bistro with booths
and an intimate atmosphere. The sun was well and truly out by then and we sat in the courtyard
and enjoyed the company and
the coffee.
The drive to Little River is
always enjoyable and today
was
no
exception.
Our
destination was the Little River
Camping Ground in the Okuti
Valley. For those who have
never explored this area, it is a
bit of an eye opener. Within the
camping ground there are 18
acres of wildlife reserve with
walks suitable for most people.
Okuti Valley wildlife reserve.
There are many native birds and
they were a joy to listen to. Of added interest is the old Chinese village that was constructed for
the filming of Emily Corcoran’s movie The Stolen which was filmed in 2016. If anyone is of a
mind, there are also very big mud slides, although strangely there seemed to be little interest in
the slides. It is a perfect place for a family picnic or just an afternoon exploring the reserve.
The final drive home was over Gebbies Pass. This is always a great run and a chance to see
how our poor Port Hills are recovering after the earthquakes and recent fires. Thanks so much
to Sandra and Tony for taking us on such a lovely run.
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MG NATIONAL RALLY - TIMARU 2018

SUN 25 MARCH—THURS 29 MARCH
(GOOD FRIDAY 30 MARCH)
MG Car Club (Canterbury Centre Inc) is holding the next MG National Car Club Rally in TIMARU the week
before Easter 2018. Mark the dates on your fridge – You haven’t got a 2018 Diary yet!
Sunday 25th

Registration - at Sopheze Tea Rooms, Caroline Bay
Noggin n Natter + Barbeque Meal at Sopheze

Monday 26th

Concours - Caroline Bay

Tuesday 27th

Scenic trial through stunning South Canterbury countryside

Wednesday 28th

Sprint and Motokhana at Levels Raceway
Prizegiving Dinner – slap up evening at The Landing, Timaru

Thursday 29th

Full Breakfast Farewell - Sopheze, Caroline Bay before you head:
~ towards Central Otago for Wings Over Wanaka
~ for more fantastic touring around the South Island
~ towards home

This event will be well organised and loads of fun, with most Venues within easy walking distance from the
suggested motels. Make your accommodation booking soon at:
Bay Viaduct Motor Lodge

6 Wai-iti Rd, Timaru
www.bayviaduct.co.nz

Harbour View Motel

8 Evans St, Timaru
www.harbourviewmoteltimaru.co.nz

Panorama Motor Lodge

52 The Bay Hill, Timaru
www.panorama.net.nz

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Need more information?

Contact Sandra Frame at 0223022622 or framereid229@gmail.com
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COMING EVENTS
From time to time there is a need to change the date, time, and some other aspect of an event
due to weather or some other unforeseen circumstance.
Please check our website www.mgcarclubcanterbury.nz for any changes.
Internet banking details page 1
Friday June 2
Club night
Cashmere Club 7.30pm
Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal. If a committee member does not ring you and you intend to be there
please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be sent to the caterer.
Jenny Steere 365 0151
Sat June 3—Mon June 5
Sunrise to Sunset
Beach Café 07.40am
Gather for breakfast at Beach Café, 16 Beach Road, North New Brighton. Head across Arthur’s
Pass to Carters Beach to admire the West Coast sunset, whatever the weather. Dinner at the pub
closest to our neighbours in Australia. (07:53 Sunrise - 17:10 Sunset gives us approx. 9 hours to
get across from the Pacific Ocean to the Tasman Sea). Map provided. Sunday will see groups of
MGs head in various directions to experience a piece of West Coast’s tourist actions. Anyone with
nothing better to do can enjoy a run through to a café lunch somewhere. Limited accommodation,
so get your name on the list or email Sandra.
framereid229@gmail.com
Sandra Frame 022 302 2622
Sunday June 18

Breakfast & morning trial

White House Black Café 9.00am

Another lovely MG breakfast at White House Black, 265 Halswell Rd. $22.00 pp incl. coffee/tea.
Vegetarians and GF folk catered for. Make sure your name is on the list on Club Night or email
Sandra. Breakfast is followed by a short trial to keep you awake after a bigger than usual breakfast.
Route will be a bit of ‘straight-line or herringbone’ navigation and a few ‘tulip’ diagrams to follow.
End will be back at White House Black, where you can settle any disagreement over a herbal tea
or another strong coffee if required! For those new to these runs, instruction will be provided before
you start. If you don’t want to give the trial a go, you are still welcome to enjoy breakfast.
Sandra Frame 0223022622 or framereid229@gmail.com
Wednesday June 21

Triple M run

Cashmere Club 10.30am

A different organiser each time (a volunteer from a previous run) will take us on a ramble to a
suitable picnic spot, with an occasional visit to a place of interest on route. BYO lunch or pick up
refreshments on route. Please check the website or phone the organiser the week prior to the run
for any alternative pick up point for those living on the outskirts of town.
Stuart & Tessa Castle 358 2095 021 341 250
Sunday July 2

Winter woollies run

Cashmere Club 10.30am

Tradition demands your presence. A long standing annual event that defies logic in the middle of
winter, but after 30+ years we still persist. Hood down, sausages and salads packed, bring what
you want to cook for brunch on the BBQ, a gold coin to purchase the traditional hot mulled wine.
This year we’ll be going by a short run to Ferrymead Heritage Park where the whole railway station
will be ours. There will be chairs and tables available, as well as kitchen facilities. We will park/
display our cars on the square, and will enjoy free admittance to all historic museums and
attractions including steam train rides! It may be a good idea to take children with you (there will be
free entry to the Park for our cars and for 2 passengers but any additional passengers would be
charged $10).
Leonid and Elena Itskovich 022 088 0937
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COMING EVENTS
Friday July 7

Club night

Cashmere Club 7.30pm

Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal. If a committee member does not ring you and you intend to be there
please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be sent to the caterer.
Easter 2018 - 30 March to 2 April 2018 - Warbirds Over Wanaka
Jenny Steere 365 0151
Following on from the 2018 National Rally at Timaru-By-The-Sea, the advance party of aviation
Wednesday
July 19
Triple MHotel,
run Omarama. They are
Cashmere
10.30am
enthusiasts have
settled on the Countrytime
not quite Club
full yet,
so
is scope
to expand
the party,
bearingfrom
in mind
that booking
onlytake
a year
in advance
Athere
different
organiser
each time
(a volunteer
a previous
run) will
us on
a ramble for
to aa suitWarbirds Easter anywhere in Otago counts as "short notice". Contact Trevor if you are considerable picnic spot, with an occasional visit to a place of interest on route. BYO lunch or pick up
ing going. 358 4021
refreshments on route. Please check the website or phone the organiser the week prior to the run
for any alternative pick up point for those living on the outskirts of town
Stuart & Tessa Castle 358 2095 or 021 341 250
Friday August 4

Club night

Cashmere Club 7.30pm

Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal. If a committee member does not ring you and you intend to be there
please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be sent to the caterer.
Jenny Steere 365 0151
Saturday August 12

Garage raid

Cashmere Club 10.30am

We will be visiting 3 very nice garages and gardens although it is really the wrong time of year for
the gardens. BYO lunch stop at the second place we visit.
Stu Moore 332 4421
Wednesday August 16

Triple M run

Cashmere Club 10.30am

A different organiser each time (a volunteer from a previous run) will take us on a ramble to a
suitable picnic spot, with an occasional visit to a place of interest on route. BYO lunch or pick up
refreshments on route. Please check the website or phone the organiser the week prior to the run
for any alternative pick up point for those living on the outskirts of town
Stuart & Tessa Castle 358 2095 021 341 250
Sunday August 27

Snow run

Yaldhurst Hotel 11.00am

Enjoy the lovely drive to Terrace Downs for a buffet lunch. Last year they offered an excellent
selection of food. The price has stayed the same at $45pp. This year it may just snow as a bonus.
Bookings essential, either on the Club Night list or by phone to Stuart. Payment required the week
prior - make directly to MG account .
Stuart Castle 358 2095 or 021 341 250

Easter 2018 - 30 March to 2 April 2018 - Warbirds Over Wanaka
Following on from the 2018 National Rally at Timaru-By-The-Sea, the advance party of aviation
enthusiasts have settled on the Countrytime Hotel, Omarama. They are not quite full yet, so there
is scope to expand the party, bearing in mind that booking only a year in advance for a Warbirds
Easter anywhere in Otago counts as ‘short notice’. Contact Trevor if you are considering going.
Trevor Ingham 358 4021
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THE TALE OF THE TWO SIXES
By Colin Grant and Andy Knott

Having long been in the shadow of its predecessor, the MGC celebrates its 50th birthday in
2017, giving the six-cylinder MG its share of the limelight. Despite being short lived, it holds an
important place in MG’s history. To celebrate the milestone, we decided to compare the MGC to
another short lived six-cylinder MG - the ZS 180.
The MGC
The MGC was firmly based on the MGB and announced to the eager press in 1967. This
followed the merger of BMC and Jaguar which formed British Motor Holdings. The car was to be
powered by an inline 6-cylinder OHV engine of 2912cc. It was capable of producing 145bhp
which made it an ideal candidate as a long-legged touring car.
On paper, the MGC should have become one of MG’s best-selling sports cars of all time. In
concept, it offered improved performance over the MGB, at a similarly low price. But, by the time
the MGC was going into production in October 1967, the Abingdon MG factory had lost control of
engine design to other sectors of the vast BL empire, and was forced to compromise with an
unsuitable engine that was so heavy, depending on specification, that it could be up to 340lb
heavier than the B series. It
ruined the road holding that
had been the hallmark of
every MG before it. MG did the
best they could with the weight
problem, redesigning the front
suspension to make room for
the engine. This meant using
torsion bars, rather than coil
springs as the suspension
medium,
combined
with
telescopic shock absorbers in
place of the lever arm devices
because so much weight was
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THE TALE OF THE TWO SIXES
concentrated over the
front axle line, due to the
fact that the engine sat
far more forward than
the designers would
have liked, as it had to
be able to accommodate
the
relatively
bulky
automatic transmission
for the American market.
The rear suspension
was
essentially
the
same as the MGB, but a
much stronger rear axle
had to be fitted to
accommodate the increase in power. The bodyshell was strengthened to cope with the extra
weight, suspension setup and the engine torque, also due to the large radiator being moved
forward and the shape of the engine fitted with its twin SU HS6 carburettors, outwardly the
MGC gained the distinctive bulges in the unique bonnet. Larger 15” wheels with 5” rims were
fitted because of the car’s additional performance potential and to house the Girling 11” discs
on the front. John Thornley once said: “It could have been a world-beater, had the engine not
been half a hundredweight too heavy”.
The MGC should have been one of the best-selling sports cars of all time, because in concept it
offered a much-improved performance over the MGB on which it was based, at a similarly low
price. But sadly the MGC was to be very short lived, for in 1969 it was dropped from the MG
range. No doubt that its poor reception by the press had affected sales, and by then MG had
come within the British Leyland group, where Triumph products were looked upon with favour –
and the MGC could have made life difficult for the Triumph TR6.
When the first road test reports on the MGC appeared, MG engineers could not believe that the
press had been driving the same cars that they had! The general handling of the car was
panned by the press. It was said to suffer from terminal understeer, and to be an unworthy
successor to the Austin Healey, which had by now been discontinued. The press did not like the
fact that it was so very similar to the MGB, and felt that it should have been a little more modern
in its interior appointments. The MGC did find Royal favour, though, as the first car owned by
HRH the Prince of Wales. His Mineral Blue MGC was later restored by the Manchester College
in 1999 and now resides in the Royal Sandringham Museum.
However, the car was good in a straight line, and once owners became aware of its handling
characteristics they could get around bends quite rapidly with the slow in-fast out technique.
Other comments stated that the car lacked low-speed torque and an engine that was reluctant
to rev, but all agreed as a long distance touring car it was ideal.
But the poor reception the press gave the MGC undoubtedly shortened its production life. Its
introduction was soon followed by the formation of the British Leyland group, and the fact that
the MGC and Triumph TR6 were competing for the same sector of the sports car market. There
was considerable feeling against anything emanating from the old BMC part of the group at the
time, and it took only a month or so for the board to make a decision on the future of the model.
The MGC was dropped from the range in 1969, while the TR6 continued until 1976.
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MG ZS 180

MGC

Engine type: 2.5 V6 quad Cam petrol

Numbers Built: 4,542 MGC Roadsters
4,457 GTs

CC: 2497
Max Power: 177 @ 6500rpm

Top Speed: 120mph

Max torque: 240Nm @ 4000rpm

Performance: 0-60 in 10 sec

0-60mph: 7.3 seconds

Fuel Consumption: Approx 19.5mpg

Top Speed: 139mph

End of Production: August 1969

Combined mpg: 29.7

THE MG ZS 180
As the people of the world were busy worrying about what might happen when the millennium
bug struck at midnight on January 1 2000, BMW were deeply engaged in talks with various
companies about Rover’s disposal. After an unsuccessful bid by Alchemy, eventually in May
2000 the Phoenix Consortium, led by John Towers, acquired the Rover brand, moving all
production to the famous Longbridge factory leaving the Cowley plant with BMW for production
of the MINI to begin.
The Phoenix Consortium needed to move quickly, and decided to work with the car platforms
they had. Because of this, the history of the MG ZS can be traced right back through the Rover
45 to the Rover 400 of 1995. Offering a 'new' car based on a six-year-old design would appear
to have been suicide in modern terms, but MG Rover, as the company became known, were
lucky that the Rover 45 Chassis, combined with the Honda-inherited double-wishbone front
suspension and fancy, fully independent multi-link rear suspension meant they had a solid base
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on which to work,
and create a real
driver’s car. It was
the job of Professor
Peter Stevens, who
is arguably one of
the world's bestknown and most
sought-after automotive designers,
to redesign the MG
Rover range, and
make the MG range
the
eye-catching
and bolder arm of
the
business.
Externally,
Peter
managed to turn
the styling from the Rover 45, a car that oozed a genteel charm, into a distinct, aggressive looking
motor car with racetrack looks, especially the range-topping ZS 180 model with its 17” wheels,
high mounted plane type spoiler and sports exhaust housed within a fabricated stainless steel
heat shield; so much so that the four-door saloon model was the basis of the company’s entry into
the British Touring Car Championship in 2001.
The interior was also given the Peter Stevens treatment. Out went all of the walnut wood and
luxury leather seats, being replaced with new-age touches such as the Dark Rhodium door
cappings and the metallic sheen instruments. The seats were given a very modern, sporty feel,
shaped with side bolsters to locate the occupants securely, making them an integral part of the
MG driving experience.
The ZS went into production at a time when many other companies were concentrating all their
effort into smaller
engines with forced
induction. MG Rover
decided to buck the
trend with their flagship model and go
for a 2.5 normally
aspirated V6; cubic
capacity in the MG
Rover facility really
did matter. The ZS
180 came equipped
with an aluminium,
24-valve, quad-cam
KV6 engine, one of
the shortest and
lightest V6 packages
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around at the time,
and with a 90degree V, it ideally
suited the ZS’s
front wheel drive
application
and
delivered 177PS
and 240Nm of
torque. The V6
engine meant the
ZS
had
pure,
uninhibited grunt,
making
proper
sports car noises
because
its
cylinders
were
firing in different
directions. Swap
the air filter boxes and exhaust for an MG Rover XPower aftermarket setup and the V6 sings
and howls as the revs rise, unleashing a few more ponies as well. Unlike the forced induction
cars, the V6 power delivery was instant with no lag, like a proper British sports car should be!
The chassis specification of the ZS was actually developed on the racetrack by enthusiasts
before the MG saloon programme started and was at the heart of its sporting appeal. The ZS
sat 20mm lower than the Rover 45 on sports springs, and combined with some Delphi dampers,
provided very firm control of low speed suspension travel yet retained the relatively gentle
damping when the car encountered pot holes or road humps. To cope with the improved
chassis and uprated power, the brakes were uprated on the 180 with high-performance 282mm
front discs, 260mm diameter rear discs, with matching larger calipers all round and optimised
ABS.

At the press launch
Rob Oldaker; MG
Rover’s
Product
Development
Director, said: “MG
cars have always
been appreciated by
drivers and I am sure
the MG ZS will
actually surprise and
impress. The MG ZS
180 particularly so,
with its powerful and
smooth
six-cylinder
engine, rare in a car
of this size”.
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Pencils were sharpened as the journalists pre-planned their attacking of the ZS at the press
launch, but they emerged from the cockpit with a smile, admiration for the brand and praised the
car on its own merits, and rightly so. There was no doubt the MG was a true driver’s car, and
more than that, it was fun!
A major facelift, instigated by Peter Stevens, was put into production on the MG ZS in the spring
of 2004, clearly inspired by the awesome MG XPower Supercar, the SV. The changes included
updates to the interiors, but the major alterations were focused around the exterior. A revised
chunky radiator grille with svelte single unit headlamps was brought in, as was an integrated
splitter for the deep-set front bumper, the front wings had ‘shark’s gills’ vents set into them,
wheel arch extension front and rear, meaty 17” wheels that were half an inch wider than the
previous 17” wheels filled the arches, making the ZS look aggressive with a real presence; in
reality it was still as light and fun as the previous model.
During their five-year production period over 27,500 MG ZSs were built at the hallowed
Longbridge plant. Today, even the newest MG ZS is 11 years old and many cars have been
written off over the years, or broken for spares due to the value of the cars being relatively low –
the sellers make more money from the ZS’s various parts than selling a whole car. Thankfully,
you can still find the odd low-mileage example with good service history, and many of the
remaining ZSs are finding homes with true enthusiasts who know just what an outstanding
driver’s car the ZS 180 is, and with its pavement-stopping looks, it looks as good today as it did
when built.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A STANDARD M TYPE
Dren Errington
Between 1923 and 1928 MG production amounted to less than one thousand cars, primarily the
14/28, 14/40 and the 18/80 models. The need for expansion in terms of in production and markets
soon became obvious and the answer came in the shape of the first ‘cheap and cheerful’ Midget,
the M type. Not only was this delightful little 847cc roadster inexpensive, initially a mere £175, it
was also practical daily transport (for short’ish blokes at least) compared with its alternatives,
especially motorbikes, and it had competitive potential as well.
In the spring of 1930 the factory publicity department set out to prove this in a rather novel way.
One of the most popular events of the day was the Trial. Unlike today’s navigation/time/regularity
tests, these were made up of touring stages interspersed with a series of steep rough hill climbs.
Speed was not of the essence but simply the
ability (driver’s) and capacity (vehicle’s) to get to
the top. At that time four M types were selected
from the production line for ‘publicity ‘purposes. It
is thought that two of these were extensively
modified for factory entries for the Le Mans 24
hours race, while the remaining 2 were road
registered. One, RX6795 was carefully prepared
to ‘standard’ by factory specialists Reg Jackson
and H N Charles for a unique solo endurance
event at Beggar’s Roost, a notorious trials hill in
North Devon. The whole event to be RAC
supervised, including ensuring the cars standard
specification for the event on the day.
Beggars Roost was (and still is) a regular trials hill
used in major events of this kind. It is ¾ of a mile
long, with a maximum gradient of 1:3.5 and
climbs 947 feet. The surface was unsealed with
sections of loose shale and rocky outcrops. The
plan was simple, the M type would make 100
ascents without stopping the engine and be at
rest only for re-fuelling oiling and watering.
On the morning of the 29 May 1930 they started at 2.15am and finished at 10 am later that
morning. The weather was overcast with light rain for the latter part of the run. The driver was an
amateur motoring enthusiast, Kenneth Marsh, his passenger an RAC official observer. The car
ran faultlessly throughout and the achievement was duly certified by the RAC’s Test report 737 of
the 4 June.
The publicity department was ecstatic and posters (see following page) outlining the successful
event and promoting the Marque were sent to MG distributors throughout the UK extolling the
reliability of the little Midget in standard trim. Just like the one on the showroom floor now
available at the incredibly low price of £185. Inflation was a factor even in the days of the Great
Depression.
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End of story – well no not quite. Just 3 days later
RX6795 was entered in the London to Edinburgh trial
set down for the 6 June, which it duly completed and
then another 2 day trial on the 22 June; then again
another trial early in August. In between these events
it qualified for a gold medal at a Brooklands JCC High
Speed trial. This required an average speed in
excess of 42mph for 60 miles. Driver H S Linfield
managed a track speed of 70 mph in testing but kept
the event speed to around 60 mph. Not bad for a
standard M with an independently road tested top
speed of 62 mph. Later the Works reported that
apart from routine maintenance no replacements or
mechanical work was required by the little blue M throughout this period of fairly intense activity.
The car was later sold and survived in various hands until 1959 when it was vandalised and set
alight which left little more than the chassis. But that’s not the end of this plucky little car. The
wreck was purchased by one
Michael Boulton in 1960 and
over the ensuring 10 years
restored to its former glory.
Then almost 80 years to the
day, Michael Boulton and a
group of MG friends decided
to replicate (sort of) the
original Beggar’s Roost run.
This time there were 10, now
80-year-old M types, to do 10
runs each. It was all a bit
more relaxed than the first
time. They took 2 days over
it and the weather was fine
and sunny most of the time.
While RX6795 blew a clutch
after a couple of runs, the
others managed all or some
of their required 10 runs. And
the participants were left with
serious admiration for the
very sizeable achievement by
that little blue M type 80 years
earlier.
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ARCHIVES
By John McDonald
Here’s a ten minute motoring film produced by Pacific Pictures, and part of the ‘New Zealand on
Screen’ films available on the internet. Titled ‘Keep Them Waiting’, this 1963 effort answers its
road safety instructional mandate with style. Subject of interest is a MG TF on disc wheels,
registered 53.826 on yellow plates. I won’t spoil the plot, but the TF is one of a number of period
vehicles which come together round the Kapiti coast. The TF is shown having one of the carbs
fettled, whereupon it is next seen sprinting along at close to 75mph. Illustrations shown are
screen grabs and are somewhat grainy. Then, so was the original film………
Nostalgic diversion from the days when Mutual (remember them?) used Morris Minors as their
fleet mainstay. Can anyone tell us more about the TF?

Recently the MG TD formerly owned by Sybil Lupp was listed for sale. Wonderfully it is staying
in Christchurch, and the keen new owner is hoping to discover more about its former life. We
know Sybil was no stranger to supercharging her MGs, and this car achieved a speed of
100.52 mph on the Aylesbury/Kirwee straight on 20 Oct 1951 during a Canterbury Car Club
Flying Kilometre event. The report of the day implored competitors to arrive no later than 6am for
scrutineering, and bring their entry fee of 2/6 with them. Some further competition successes
include a standing start quarter mile time of 18.24 on 25 March 1951, and taking Fastest Time of
the Day at the Halswell Quarry Hill climb on 23 Sept 1951. Jack Tutton driving a XK120 and no
slouch, was several seconds in arrears. The TD also competed at Mairehau, and the screen
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grab shown below clearly shows Sybil’s traditional white bonnet straps and weight paring
modifications.

_________________________________________
From time to time I come across interesting photos with no information, frustrating when the
subject is of great interest. Here are 2 recent finds, which I hope can lead to something further.
Below Period pit scene between 1956-1961.
Obviously it’s a MGA, but where is it? Someone must recognise the rego plate number.

Above MG TF competing in a grasskhana at
Waerenga-o-kuri, west of Gisborne, in Feb 1966.
Again, any more information?

________________________________________

November 1961 and the MGA of member
Gavin MacKay leads entrants in the CCC
Banks Peninsula Rally. This car was
featured in the Aug/Sept 2016 MaG, and
Rod Brayshaw, the current owner,
detailed the restoration Dec/Jan 2017.
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KIMBER RUN
Sunday April 2
By Terry and Lyn Faulkner.
The day dawned well with 25°C predicted to be the high and 29 people showed up at the
Cashmere Club ready for the 11.30am departure.
Originally the destination was to be Diamond Harbour but due to the predicted crowds and the
limited parking areas it was decided that Purau would be a better choice.
Prior to the departure time the men folk
busied themselves admiring one of the
new member’s, Garry Sandford,
installation of a 3.9L V8 into a B tourer.
Looked to be an extremely tidy
conversion with a few minimal mods to
the bodywork which gave it a clean
appearance that even a dyed-in-the
wool MGist would have to admire.
Could be a possible MaG article!
The other new member, Don Lyall,
arrived in an MGA and unfortunately
couldn’t get it to start after stalling it
while attempting to park. However after
many helpful suggestions from the
A leisurely lunch at Purau.
gathered throng, a quick check of the
hidden ‘kill’ switch confirmed that the spare wheel or the folded hood must have accidently
turned things off.
Stuart addressed the members giving instructions on meeting place etc, and a questionnaire
was distributed for those that needed to exercise the grey matter or else use Dr Google!
Off we went over the hill past the burnt cycle adventure park and
round the Bays to Purau where we gathered in what looked like a
vacant section, surrounded by shrubs and trees, making a great
picnic area with the beach across the main road. All the chairs and
wooden folding tables (trade mark of MG meetings seemingly)
came out along with the lunches and flasks. After lunch the result
of the questionnaire was announced and surprise, surprise - a very
large cake appeared to celebrate Kimber’s birthday, which was
after all the reason for the trip. The 2 new members had the
honour of cutting the magnificent cake but disappointingly declined
the invitation to sing ‘Happy Birthday’.

A gentle drive home before the southerly caught up with us,
rounded off a very pleasant Sunday gathering. Thanks to all who
attended and especially to Stuart and Tessa Castle who did all the
work organising it. A pity the cake was too big to fit your MG eh!
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New members Garry
Sandford and Don Lyall
cut Cecil’s cake.

PAUL WALBRAN MOTORS
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TRIPLE M APRIL
Wednesday April 19
By Ted and Barbara Clarke
The weather gods smiled on the small but happy group of 21 who gathered at the Cashmere
Club on Wednesday 19 April for Geoff Stemmer’s route instructions to Akaroa. We thought it
was great that some club members arrived just for a chat before the eleven cars departed and
even better that the day was warm enough that those who could jacketed up but travelled with
the tops down. It was good, too, to meet some of our newer club members.
Geoff’s directions were simple – up Dyers Pass Road, turn right at the Sign of the Kiwi on to the
Summit Road, right at Gebbies Pass Road, left at the Highway 75 intersection and on to Little
River for coffee. But what a drive it was.
So often our Triple M runs prompt me to find out more about the history of places we go. This
time as we drove along the Summit Road we thanked Harry Ell for the legacy he left our city both
as a conservationist and as principal advocate for the Summit Road. Later I re-read the chapter
about him in Gordon Ogilvie’s ‘The Port Hills of Christchurch.’ I was reminded that Harry’s
obsession with public access and bush preservation was triggered when he learnt that
Kennedy’s Track, an unformed ‘paper’ road and his favourite boyhood route from Halswell up
into the Port Hills, was about to be closed. For the next 30 plus years he battled councils,
committees, trusts, planners, the Labour Department and the Unemployment Board to realise his
vision of a continuous skyline route stretching from Godley Head to Gebbies Pass and beyond,
passing through scenic reserves and with rest houses dotted along the way. As we looked down
to the reflections of a mill-pond still Lyttelton Harbour and across the Plains towards the foothills
we felt incredibly grateful for Harry’s foresight
and dogged stubbornness.
The damage to trees and bush from February’s
Port Hills fires was very evident as we drove
along but it was heartening to see smaller flax
leaves already standing straight and true by the
roadside. Hopefully April’s rain might have
saved more species.
At Little River we were joined by Rob Nicholl in
his new MX 7 and bade farewell to Paul and
Serena McWilliams who’d joined us for just that
part of the run. We then drove through the
picturesque Cooptown autumn-toned avenue of
Lunch at Akaroa.
lime trees, up past Hilltop and around the harbour
to our lunch spot on a grassy area past the Akaroa Light House, looking over the sparkling sea
to Wainui. There was a lot to watch as a keeler tacked across the harbour, Black Cat cruise
boats passed by, there were a couple of ‘was that a dolphin?’ sightings and plenty of sea bird
activity. You’d be hard pressed to find a more attractive venue and with our chairs set up in one
long line facing the sun we chatted away for an hour or more.
There was the option of taking the Akaroa Summit Road on the way home but Ted and I travelled
back along Highway 75. It was a most enjoyable and scenic Triple M run and many thanks,
Geoff, for arranging such a pleasant day.
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NEW ZEALAND TRIPLE-M REGISTER
Arguably the reason we all drive an MG these days is
due to a seven year production period at Abingdon
between 1929 and 1936. During this short period,
~11,565 Triple-M cars were produced of which around a
third survive today. These cars were all focused on the
small car market and provided, for the period, high
performance cars at relatively low cost.
During the Triple-M production period at Abingdon,
under Cecil Kimber's leadership and supported by a
gifted engineer, H.N Charles, MG went from producing the M Type in 1929 (initially developing all
of 20 bhp from a Wolseley designed 4cyl OHC engine) to later models such as the Q type in 1935
which produced over 100 bhp (up to 146bhp in sprint form) from its 750cc engine – far more power
per litre than the famous Auto Union GP cars of the same year (1935) which then were producing
85bhp per litre, and they did it using basically the same 20 bhp Wolseley engine as the M Type,
although it was now fitted with a crossflow head, supercharger and aggressive valve timing. It is
the racing successes of these little Triple-M cars which has created a lasting, classic marque: MG.
and the reason why Kimber is remembered annually by the Centre, with the Pre’56 group's
‘Kimber's Breakfast’, one of the club main events each year. This year it was held on April 23 rd.

The Triple-M cars were all powered by SOHC engines: the Midgets (4 cyl.), Magnettes and Magna
(both 6 cyl.), hence 'Triple-M'. In the picture above, taken from Auckland Centre website, are two
superb examples: John Hancock's K Type Magnette (6 cyl s/c) and Lawrie Poolman's C Type
Midget (4 cyl s/c). The racing models were “closely related to their production sports cars that
even with a fair profit margin they could be sold to the amateur driver at far from unreasonable
prices...... a K3 Magnette in 1933 cost £795”. 1
I created a New Zealand Register for Triple-M cars about 8 years ago and now this NZ Register is
long over due for updating. There have been many changes in ownership, but it is the histories of
these cars which the Register is now trying to document: the day the car was manufactured, the
first owner, its competition history (if any), the previous owners, warranty claims (disputes!)
between the first owners and the factory, (irate but respectful correspondence!), restoration details
and photos of the cars both in the cars' early days and how they look today.
Denis Jury is helping me with the Register update, and Russell Walker and John McDonald (Otago
& Canterbury MGCC respectively) are helping us with regard to South Island cars and their history.
But this Register is not strictly an MGCC project - but a cross-club project. More of these cars'
owners are members of VCC than are members of MGCC. Hopefully the MGCC Centres'
committees will see a benefit from MGCC being associated with the Register. Access, in future, to
parts of the Register via Centre websites is an option I should like to discuss with the Centre
Committees. It is important, in my opinion, for MGCC to be seen to be closely aligned with these
REAL MGs. Alongside researching the Register, Denis is keen to promote increased interest in
Triple-M cars within MGCC, and maintain a network of owners to share information, history,
technical issues, maintenance tips, events, get-togethers etc.
If you know the whereabouts of any Triple-M sportcars, please give Denis (021306044) or myself a
call. We may not have tracked them all down yet! Geoff Broadhead 09 411 8157
Footnote 1: MG by McComb
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CLASSIFIEDS / AUSSIE JAUNT
For sale: MGB GT 1977
Very tidy condition. 4 Christchurch owners. 64,000 original miles.
Genuine reason for selling. $13,000
Contact Stu Moore 332 4421 or 027 332 4422
For sale: MG ZT 2004
Great touring car in excellent condition.
75,000 kms. 2.5 lt. V6 automatic, near new tyres. Imported from
Japan by present owner through MG Service Centre at 23,000kms.
Always garaged and lovingly maintained by MG enthusiast.
New cambelt at 53,000kms.
Any inspection welcome. $9,500. Contact Kevin 03 365 1938
For Sale: 1938 MG VA 4 seater Tourer
Imported to NZ in 1998, present owner since 2005. With Tonneau,
Hood cover and full ‘wet weather gear’ plus tool kits, Instruction
Manual and Service Parts List.
Offers: brehauts@xtra.co.nz
For sale: 1966 MGB parts.
Differential assembly, 3.9:1 ratio, Banjo type. Mechanically sound, but whiney at high speeds.
4 speed manual gearbox.
Phone Graham 021 765 319
Want to buy: Removable hardtop for 1966 MGB. Any condition considered. Require left
side window assembly.
Phone Graham 021 765 319

Warwick
&
Juliana
Protheroe at the Easter
National
Rally
in
Adelaide. Juliana is in
the background sitting
in David McNabb’s TD.
David is a member of
our club even though he
has lived across the
ditch for many years.
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We have been operating from our new purpose
built workshops since 1 September 2010.
Situated at 32 Pinewood Close, Mandeville, it is
just 20 minutes from the city.
approx 1 km further on past the intersection
of Bradleys and McHughs Roads at Mandeville
North.
Aside from the location, nothing else has
changed. the same friendly team you have
grown to know and rely on will continue to

P
-

ments for anything MG related.
We continue to hold many new and used MG F
parts, having dismantled more than 40 of these
fantastic little cars.

M
E

(03) 365 0151
(03) 312 0173
027 221 2807
mgservicecentre@xtra.co.nz

South Island agents for
Paul Walbran Motors
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